AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL 98
(First Reading File Bill)

AMENDMENT NO. 1
On page 1, in line 4, strike “on each Sunday” and substitute “during a certain time period on certain Sundays”; and in line 7, after “club” insert “during a certain time period on certain Sundays”.

AMENDMENT NO. 2
On page 1, in line 18, after “(1)” insert “(I)”; and in lines 20, 21, and 22, strike “(i)”, “(ii)”, and “(iii)”, respectively, and substitute “1.”, “2.”, and “3.”, respectively.

On page 2, in lines 1, 2, and 3, strike “(iv)”, “(v)”, and “(VI)”, respectively, and substitute “4.”, “5.”, and “6.”, respectively; in line 2, before “SOMERSET” insert “SUBJECT TO SUBPARAGRAPH (II) OF THIS PARAGRAPH,”; in the same line, after “COUNTY” insert “, FROM 30 MINUTES BEFORE SUNRISE UNTIL 10:30 A.M.”; and after line 3, insert:

“(II) THE TIME RESTRICTIONS UNDER SUBPARAGRAPH (I)5 OF THIS PARAGRAPH DO NOT APPLY:

1. On each Sunday of the deer firearms season; and

2. On the last three Sundays in October and the first two Sundays in November of the deer bow hunting season.”.

On page 5, in line 5, after “(15)” insert “(I)”; in lines 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, and 16, strike “(i)”, “(ii)”, “(iii)”, “(iv)”, “(v)”, “(vi)”, “(vii)”, and “(VIII)”, respectively, and
substitute “1.”, “2.”, “3.”, “4.”, “5.”, “6.”, “7.”, and “8.”, respectively; in line 16, before “SOMERSET” insert “SUBJECT TO SUBPARAGRAPH (II) OF THIS PARAGRAPH,”; and in line 17, after “CLUB” insert “FROM 30 MINUTES BEFORE SUNRISE UNTIL 10:30 A.M.

(ii) The time restrictions under subparagraph (i)8 of this paragraph do not apply:

1. On each Sunday of the deer firearms season; and

2. On the last three Sundays in October and the first two Sundays in November of the deer bow hunting season".